This paper introduces a new feature-based technique for implicitly modelling objects in visual surveillance. Previous work has generally employed background subtraction and other image or motion based object segmentation schemes for the rst step in identifying objects worthy of attention. Given that background subtraction is a notoriously noisy process, this paper investigates an alternative strategy by instead employing feature (SIFT [1]) clustering to characterise objects. The segmentation step is therefore performed on the sparse feature space instead of the image data itself. The paper also presents an application employing this idea for automatic detection of illegal dumping from CCTV footage. The Viterbi algorithm then allows robust tracking [2] of objects generated from the spatial clustering of these sparse foreground feature maps.
INTRODUCTION
Visual surveillance in dynamic scenes is currently a popular research topic in computer vision. The processing framework usually involves the following general stages: modelling the environment, object detection, classi cation and tracking of moving objects, and interpretation and description of behaviours. This paper addresses issues in the early stages of this process including environment modelling with object detection and tracking. The typical approach is rst to segment objects of interest from the scene, and then to analyse the motion and appearance of those objects to identify suspicious or unusual activity. In this paper the problem is to detect when an illegal dumping event occurs at a bring centre or even in some protected area, i.e. when a person deposits trash in an area where it is not allowed.
The problem of object segmentation in this scenario is differentiating between new objects in the scene and the natural behaviour of the environment which may include objects This work was supported in part by SFI, Enterprise Ireland and Adobe Ltd leaving and entering the scene, or moving in some way. Background subtraction, when stationary cameras are used, is often used for this task. In that process, objects are identi ed in each frame by subtracting each current frame from a reference image of the background. Background subtraction is hard to use on its own because a stationary sensor does not necessarily imply a stationary background scene. Common examples of non-stationary background motion that abound in the real world are shadows, periodic motions, such as ceiling fans, clocks, and dynamic textures, such as fountains, swaying trees, or ocean ripples. One popular solution is to characterise the background using Gaussian mixtures in a statistical framework instead of relying on a single example of the background scene. These ideas were developed since 1997 by Wren [3] , Stauffer [4] , and Elgammal [5] . Elgammal in addition proposed nonparametric estimation methods to address the spatial correlation in the background activity. Alternative strategies for nding new objects in the scene involve motion based segmentation of some kind e.g. [6, 7] . Most ow computation methods are computationally heavy and very sensitive to noise, and can not be applied to real time application without specialized hardware.
Given the prevalence of work in the area of object detection in which feature based analysis has proven the only reliable mechanism [8] , we propose here to use collections of SIFT features for articulating the segmentation process. This is very different from the pixel based schemes proposed so far. Using features rather than image data itself allows quite a few advantages. These include partial but implicit resistance to illumination changes, ability to cope with unusual motion activity, camou aged foreground object detection, higher tolerance to background motion, and lower computation. In addition, the subsequent step in any surveillance system, that of tracking, is already facilitated by using features at the outset since the foreground objects are described by these feature vectors implicitly. This work uses the Viterbi strategy of Pitie et al [2] to track large numbers of objects in the scene based on SIFT descriptors. 
BACKGROUND MODELLING FRAMEWORK
The background is characterised by a set of SIFT feature locations and their associated descriptors. The kth feature in this set is de ned as f k is the number of training images over which that feature is matched, and N b is the total number of example images. The set of features is then divided into a high persistence and a low persistence class by using a threshold p t , typically p t = 0.2. De ne the low persistence group as f
The idea behind doing this is to acknowledge that in the subsequent segmentation step, there is a heightened uncertainty in classifying a pixel (i, j) as foreground or background if it is in close proximity to a low persistent feature f l k . Regions of background with substantially large low persistence feature densities, must be completely ignored, or treated with less con dence when estimating foreground regions.
The amount of suppression required for these regions depends on the density of low persistence features. A suppression weight s p i,j is assigned to pixel (i, j) depending on the proximity of that site to the low persistence features f 
where 
FOREGROUND ESTIMATION
After background modelling, a rough segmentation of the example image into foreground and background helps to identify objects for subsequent tracking and analysis. Roughly speaking a foreground region is identi ed as a closely knit cluster of unmatched features from the example image. Figure 2 gives the process ow. Only a subset of foreground pixels are identi ed by the foreground features f f i . To gain a more complete foreground map, it is required to propagate the belief that a pixel is foreground to neighbouring pixels. Pixels in close proximity to a foreground or background feature point should have a heightened probability of being a member of a foreground or background region respectively. When a foreground object is introduced into a spatial region of a background scene, background features corresponding to this region are occluded. Hence, this region is populated with unmatched background features. This is quanti ed by an occlusion factor o p i,j as below in equation (2) .
where z
n (matched background features). New background features created from the continuously changing background scene, will be observed as foreground features. However, the rate of generation of these new background features is assumed to be gradual. As a result, they will be surrounded by existing background features, which when matched, suppress or negate the effect of the new background features.
Foreground con dence weights, β 
The top row of Fig 3 shows this idea. The dots and ×s are matched and foreground feature points respectively, superimposed on β f i,j .
TRACKING FOREGROUND REGIONS
The foreground con dence map β 
Blob Description and Classi cation
After blob labelling, a vector descriptor b n is formed for each blob b n . The entries in b n are: The area A n , weighted spatial location (x n , y n ) = 
Temporal Blob Filtering
At this stage, there is a set of blobs with vector descriptors that represent foreground and background regions. The blobs in the set with signi cantly small weights are discarded since they are assumed to represent background regions. In a real world application, there are image sequences that contain no foreground objects. Since there are no foreground blobs with large weights to aid in background blob discrimination, background blobs are inevitably selected as foreground. However, from observation of real world data, these background blobs do not persist spatio-temporally. They appear for a relatively brief period time in a video sequence. On the other hand, foreground blobs have smooth transitions in time and space throughout a video sequence, and are persistent, allowing them to be tracked using the Viterbi strategy in [2] . Tracking blobs in temporal adjacent example images produces sequences of blobs. The blob sequences of legitimate foreground objects are longer than those of background blobs. Only blob sequences of a minimum length (50 frames for this application) are considered to be generated by foreground objects, and referred to as legitimate. Accordingly, valid foreground blobs must correspond to a legitimate blob sequences.
RESULTS
The same parameters were used for all test videos (N b = 150, σ b = 6, σ s = 15, σ o = 15). The bottom row of gure 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in tracking foreground objects that have been partially occluded. Even the relatively small bag that was thrown from the moving car, was successfully detected and tracked throughout the video sequence (middle image). The average false alarm and recall rates for this test video are 2.6% and 98.8% respectively. There was moderate background motion due to swaying leaves. Generally, the algorithm is quite capable of handling outdoor scenes of this nature.
The middle row of gure 3 demonstrates a more challenging outdoor scene, that has large background movement due to vehicular traf c. Although legitimate foreground objects were detected and tracked for this test sequence (left and middle images), some background objects were classi ed as foreground (right image). The merging of foreground and background blobs distort the motion paths of the foreground objects.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel scheme for object characterisation using collections of features instead of background subtraction. The new scheme holds great potential for robust object identi cation for video surveillance. The main focus of the work presented here was object detection, and dew to the nature of the application investigated, imperfect segmentation was tolerable. However, further work will involve the probabilistic modelling of the framework in order to improve the connection between the sparse feature maps and the corresponding foreground region based segmentation. 
